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A Nation's best defense is an educated citizenry.
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826; 3rd President 1801-1809)

Defense from whom? Defense against foreign enemies needs only a capable elite, a credible armed
force, and a war-chest; not necessarily an educated citizenry. So, Jefferson would educate a citizenry not
only against any the outside threat but also against threat from within; against elites manipulating a
population into a disenfranchised lifetime at the oars with little say on the direction of government. The
Republic that the Revolution founded was to be a creature of the people, not of a king, or an elite, or a
clergy; and education, for Jefferson, would be guardian of the Revolution. How successful that goal has
been is a matter of opinion.
Historically, federal involvement in education has been sporadic and to meet specific needs. Thus had
been the GI Bill (Servicemen's Readjustment Act) of 1944, the National Defense Education Act (NDEA)
of 1958 and a range of equal rights measures under LBJ s Great Society programs in the 1960s. The GI
Bill had greater impact on US education than any single measure; it enabled a generation of 16 million
veterans into universities they would otherwise have had little chance of attending. NDEA aimed at the
advancement of science, mathematics, and foreign languages when the US suddenly thought it had lost
the world lead in key disciplines; it became law months after Sputnik 1 had been launched in October
1957. The federal government then had little policy
NCLB (No Child Left Behind)
say in education until recently and in controversial
circumstances. Some hard-line constitutionalists
When the Elementary and Secondary
still claim the federal government has no part to
Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 was
play in education policy and to this day oppose the
reauthorized in 2002, the Bush Administration
creation of the US Department of Education
included new conditions that tied federal
(USEd) in 1979/1980 by President Jimmy Carter,
funding to measures such as adequate yearly
Liberal-left Democrats and the radical teachers .
progress. Under NCLB, schools getting Title I
Of the best known federal policies at present, No
funds are required to offer students a transfer
Child Left Behind (NCLB), the John Birch Society
to other schools if they fall short of annual
says The Bush administration's No Child Left
assessment goals for two consecutive years,
Behind program represents one of the largest
and to offer a choice of tutoring services to
expansions
of
the
federal
government's
low-income parents if they fall short for three
unconstitutional invasion of education since Jimmy
years. The administration acknowledged in
Carter's creation of the DOE in 1979.
2006 that NCLB is not working as well for
parents as it should. GAO reports that only 2%
This last twenty years of federal interest in
of students eligible take advantage of transfers
education can be traced to the 1983 report "A
to another school and only 19% of the 2.2
Nation at Risk by the Reagan-appointed National
million eligible for tutoring take advantage of
Commission on Excellence in Education which
it. One reason for this may be that allegedly -concluded the US schools system could not have
many schools are reporting test scores late so
been worse if it had been imposed by a hostile
many parents don't find out they have a right to
power1. The sense that US international
transfer until the new school year has begun.
competitiveness was at risk as indeed it was led
Opponents of NCLB say that schools are doing
some to think of education as a national issue
all they can and that schools are not being
rather than something of only local and family
given additional funding to achieve the raised
concern. The report was alarmist but that was by
expectations of the initiative; they say no child
design; in the Cold-War-speak of the day it said
left behind is a political slogan rather than a
We have, in effect, been committing an act of
promise to improve national education.
1
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unthinking, unilateral educational disarmament"; the US was threatened not by a Red Tide but a rising
tide of mediocrity . President Reagan suggested that vouchers, prayer in schools, and abolition of the new
USEd would fix all of the ills. Twenty years later a polarized debate continues; some claim that US
schools are still awash with mediocrity: others such as the Constitutionalists say the 1983 report was
based on biased or falsified data and is a stalking horse for implanting universal liberal-left values in
schools. But what has changed in schools over the last twenty years? If NAEP (National Assessment of
Educational Progress) scores are a guide, not much. There has been some relative improvement in
science results but all key disciplines are worse than or equal to scores thirty years ago. Despite the detail
and debate is heated on the validity of comparing scores over time one element that remains from the
1983 report, to the chagrin of some, is that education is an issue in the national domain. With NCLB,
federal involvement in local education was codified, in good monetarist manner. Schools receiving
federal funds were made
measurable and
accountable under federal testing.
Nationalization of Standards (NAEP)

The Purpose
Is school simply child care, or protective custody,
or a scheme to keep children off the streets? Is the
real purpose of school to create docile factory
workers who know how to do their job, and little
else? Or is school a determiner of social cohesion,
the place where each citizen learns intellectual
creativity, learns how to learn, and how to share
information? Are some schools dedicated to
perpetuating a national elite and others to
producing those who will serve the elite. Or are
schools dedicated to the national interest through
equity, creativity, and preparing each student for
life-long learning in a multicultural, multilingual,
globalized world?
The only certainty is that no national educational
system will succeed unless the people and the
government first agree on the purpose and
priorities of education.

Measuring Education
What in education can be reliably measured and be
accounted for, and what makes a difference?
Thinking on this is distinguished by the relative
weight placed on standards, methods, funding,
market forces.

Standards
It is self-evident that schooling should bear some
result and testing is the only straightforward way to
indicate this. An unfortunate but vivid metaphor
questioning testing is A pig doesn t grow just
because you keep weighing it. But the ripost is
You can t tell whether the pig is growing if you
don t weigh it . Testing is so integral to education
that education without testing in some form seems
meaningless. Through testing, the teacher can tell
which students or areas of work need more effort

Although schools have traditionally been
operated at a local level in the US, in the 1960s
there were moves to get a conspectus of US
education so that each district could share its
approach and experience with others. This was
articulated by James Conant, sometime
president of Harvard, in Shaping Education
Policy (1964) which called for a mechanism
that would give voice to the diverse interests,
needs and traditions of states and enable
them to cooperate and communicate with one
another . Clearly the time was ripe within
two years 50 states and the US Congress had
agreed to the Compact for Education and the
creation in 1967 of the Education Commission
of the States (ECS). This coincided with
moves towards a national student assessment
system. A broad panel of experts had
developed a suitable test that would later
become
the
National
Assessment
of
Educational Progress (NAEP) but there was
suspicion the test would increase federal power
over local education and be one step towards a
national curriculum. In 1969 NAEP testing
became official and was put in the hands of the
new federal-state ECS. Fourteen years later,
NAEP was removed from ECS decimating
the organization and entrusted to a new nonprofit private body, Educational Testing
Service (ETS) which administers NAEP for the
National Center for Education Statistics. The
Commissioner of Education Statistics in the
USEd is required by law to administer the
NAEP program. It measures students in grades
4, 8, and 12 across the US in key subjects.
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and crucially for modern government funding higher authorities can get an indication of which
teachers and entire schools need more effort. But the downside of formalized testing, say educators, is
that students learn and teachers teach for the test . Also, two or four years hard work by both student
and teacher
and the fortunes of both
are made to depend on a "high-stakes" tests, a form of
educational Russian roulette. The SAT (Scholastic Assessment Test) or ACT (American College Test)
have become the rite of passage for the majority of US high-school students. Tests such as this bring
about suicides in some places such as Japan and many claim they are cruel and unnatural ways of passing
academic judgement on a student. Policy-makers, teachers, parents and others who have been through
high-stakes testing themselves tend to see more virtue than vice in the process but there will always be
room to consider fairer methods such as averaging of a number of tests and trying to make allowance for
students who are greatly stressed by the formal testing as such. But testing, measurement and setting of
standards is immensely practical for several purposes. It allows merit to show itself independent of any
personal particular, favoring a Jeffersonian meritocracy over hereditary oligarchy. Also, as shown in
recent years, it allows policy-makers to take some objective measure of standards across the country and
can reveal shortcomings that should be revealed. The recent addition of an essay question to SAT (and
ACT) brought the biggest dip in aggregate scores in over 30 years, showing that multiple-choice and
short-answer testing can hide that which should not be hidden.
The NCLB initiative has exposed
the politics and social theory that is
always just below the surface in
education.
The
Bush
administration has applied the
purest monetarist praxis in saying
why should taxpayers continue to
fund (Title I) schools that are not
performing? Teachers in those
schools and others say how can
performance improve without
funding? In the middle ground,
there is now a nexus between
funding and outcomes which in
some way will probably remain and a debate will continue on how local needs and national interest can
both be maximized. NAEP has put school standards in the headlines to an extent not seen before and,
surprisingly for the conservative administration that promulgated it, the notion of national standards now
begs the question of national curriculum.
Standards, like motherhood and apple-pie, are a good thing . But in turning to detail, the debates begin.
Some think national standards are just a step away from a national curriculum (as in France, and many
other countries) a worthy goal to some, anathema to others. Some say standards, tests and measures are
just a small part of education and the standards probed in NAEP, ACT and SAT are just a dumbing-down
of what education should be for the needs of commerce, a tool of a Pedagogy of Oppression that
reinforces the worst of the 19th century factory model of schooling .

Methods
Some say that education is not the transmission of facts but the transmission of methods. What this means
varies tremendously from discipline to discipline. Mathematics of its nature teaches students about
solving problems by type, but history, geography, literature often do not make clear that the student is
learning critical skills rather than the 10 causes of World War I , or just that country, or just that great
novel or that work of Shakespeare. This hits the nub what it is to be a good teacher or a good student .
A good student is fortunate enough to see the curriculum as just examples of the subject; a good teacher is
skilled and diligent enough to produce as many students as possible with that insight. Seeing education as
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a method and not just facts also prepares the student for a life of changing facts and for more
sophisticated post-secondary studies. The student or the parent who asks What good is it later in life to
know the rivers of France? hasn t dug it. Life in today s globalized information-based world is about
learning new skills and assimilating new facts continually. That can only be taught and practiced by
assimilating fact sets and understanding systems of thinking, and then doing it some more until those
cognitive processes are well-honed. Similarly if a foreign language is taught along with some formal
linguistics (Chomsky Deep Structure, etc), the student will learn not only some aptitude in that language
but also how to learn any language. Education with this emphasis costs more. Qualitative tests, rather
than quantitative, are far costlier to set and to assess. Machines can assess multiple-choice tests at a
fraction of the cost it takes an educator to read and assess an answer for clarity of critical thinking,
method of attacking the problem, and comprehension of the issues. Emphasis in this way on method
produces students more likely to find learning new things a rewarding experience; they will know what to
do when confronted with new problems they will research, try the methods they know and learn new
methods if those don t work. They will have the skills to leverage their natural human intelligence.
Importantly, they will also be able see the range of positions in an issue, the different points of view in
religious, cultural, national, social questions and will never feel threatened because the world of ideas is
their natural habitat. This, rather than rote learning, has resonance with Jefferson s educated citizenry.

Funding
If You Think Education is Expensive, Try Ignorance
- Derek Bok, (1930- ; President Harvard Univ 1971-1990)

Another perspective says education is all about money; the more you spend, the better the outcome.
Whether or not this is true, a corollary probably is -- the poorest students at the neediest schools with
teachers who would prefer to be elsewhere get the worst education. Educational miracles against all odds
do happen but, statistically, poor funding is related to poor outcome. This is why the NCLB measure of
reducing funding to needy schools that fail to improve has attracted such scathing attacks from those who
say struggling schools need more support, not less. More money is helpful in any endeavor but actual
expenditures per pupil per year (PPE) and results, measured by high school graduation, do not show a
strong correlation. Iowa with PPE of $8,405 ranks first in graduation with 93%; Georgia with a higher
PPE of $8,623 ranks last in graduation with 54%. New Jersey has the highest PPE ($12,959) but ranks
18th with 75% graduation; Mississippi has the lowest PPE of $5,890 and ranks 44th with 62%. A broader
measure, achievement, as scored by Center for Education Reform based on SAT, ACT, and NAEP
scores, ranks Minnesota ($9,697 PPE) first and Mississippi ($5,890 PPE) last. A special case is DC
which ranks last in assessment but first in PPE ($15,489) and almost last in graduation rate (59%). These
facts alone provides talking points for both sides in the funding debate the schools with highest PPE
have better outcomes than those with the lowest ( funding is good ), but higher PPE does not invariably
lead to better outcomes ( funding is not the full story ). DC should be ignored in all arguments but it
doubtless encourages those who claim funding without accountability leads to peculiar circumstances.
Across the US, PPE (on a dollar-adjusted basis) has more than doubled over the last 30 years. However,
the proportion of government spending on education is also not necessarily a guide to relative outcomes;
the countries shown include both high and low technology achievers, developing and developed, with no
obvious correlation across a range of 9% to 19% of government expenditure.
Federal funding is only about 8% of around $550B that is spent throughout the US on elementary and
secondary education in 2005/2006, but these small federal monies are spent in key areas and in leading
edge programs that often have leveraged impacts throughout the system. For 2006/2007 Title I real
funding has decreased for 90% of schools. This comes at a time when schools say they are under
increased load imposed by NCLB requirements but is in line with the general budget austerity brought by
the President's goal of cutting the deficit in half by 2009 and emergent security and war costs overseas.
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Cuba
South Africa
US
Australia
China
Russia
UK
Japan
Germany
Indonesia

19.4%
18.1%
17.1%
13.3%
13.0%
12.3%
11.5%
10.5%
9.7%
9.0%

(pre-primary 9%, primary 32%, secondary 39%, tertiary 21%)
(pre-primary 10%, primary 40%, secondary 36%, tertiary 14%)
[no breakdown]
(primary 33%, secondary 41%, tertiary 25%)
(primary 34%, secondary 38%, tertiary 27%)
[no breakdown]
[no breakdown]
(pre-primary 3%, primary 35%, secondary 40%, tertiary 22%)
(primary 39%, secondary 42%, tertiary 19%)

Government Spending on Education - % of All Government Spending

UNESCO / OSS.NET

Market Forces
Another emphasis rather than standards, methods or funding is to allow the famous invisible hand of
the market to improve public education. In this theory, public schools have difficulties and do not
improve because they have no competition. If government gave parents vouchers allowing the child to
attend any school, public or private, each public school would improve, or would close down for lack of
students. Elements of this "school choice" policy are already part of NCLB. Milwaukee and Cleveland
have already tried to include private and religious schools in voucher plans and Cleveland won a US
Supreme Court challenge against it that cited separation of church and state. There is a widely heldbelief that private schools do a better job for students than public schools, but in academic standards there
is little to support this belief. In recent standardized tests, private schools did no better than public schools
and some private schools (and charter schools) with good reputations failed to meet national standards.
Private schools do however often do better in other important matters such as discipline, safety, teacherstudent ratios. There are also the tacit social advantages of a good school .

Parents
Parents are the first, most important, and most formative of teachers. Parents teach the child the language,
how to eat, how to sleep, how to interact with others. It is parents that set the context for responsibility,
inquisitiveness, and other traits of character without which no degree of schooling and socialization will
succeed. Although systems of nannies and boarding schools seemed to have served British elites well for
generations, a population comprising one-income two-parent families has historically proven to be the
fundamental building block for a stable, low-crime society. Educational policy must therefore
complement family policy as well as health, immigration, labor, taxation and other policies. Those
social conditions, together with an efficient world-class educational system, made equitable irrespective
of where the child lives, will give the nation s children equal opportunity to grow, learn, and contribute to
society and America s place in the world.

Teachers
An element often forgotten in considering funding, curricula, methods and the place of school in society,
is the teacher. "We know nothing helps a child learn as much as a great teacher," says Secretary of
Education Spellings. But attempts to quantify this invariably fail. NCLB will enforce standards of teacher
qualification but nothing can systematically produce what every fortunate student knows to be a good
teacher , that ineffable talent that imparts not facts but a facility with a discipline and the desire to learn
more. Discussion of merit pay for good teachers in the US and elsewhere have ground to halt because it is
too difficult to formalize and/or presents teachers unions with the dangerous precedent of recognizing
qualities beyond the job description.
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Socialization
Educated citizens are better citizens. The social role of schools in preparing citizens for life is so
pervasive as to be often unnoticed. K-12 provides social experience beyond the family and if all goes
well -- skills just as important for life in society as academic skills. But this is an art of balance. For some
students, school is little more than social life and in worst cases it can be a direct link to crime, violence,
drugs of addiction, pregnancy and/or death. This socializing aspect places immense, unremunerated
burden on teachers who have trained to teach not to be social workers, child-minders, or wardens. Further
to this vital socializing role, schools also play another direct economic role as de facto child-minding
centers. The massive increase in two-income families throughout the developed world would not have
been possible if children were not absent at school for part of the day for part of the year for 10 or 12
years. This is a social value of schools that is not included when governments consider the cost of
schools. The socializing value of schools grows more important by the year in an increasingly multicultural world. School takes the child beyond the family into a microcosm of US society which is in turn
a slice of the wider world. In the 1960s, schools in some areas were a sad proxy for the segregation wars,
the result of America s birth defect as Secretary of State Rice puts it. Schools have played an invaluable
role for wider US society in helping to heal the defect. The high school dropout rate among Blacks has
fallen from almost 30% in 1970 to the aggregate of 10% but dropout rates among Hispanics has remained
steady at around 25% to 30%. The White dropout rate has fallen from around 12% to around 6% over the
period.

Post-Secondary
K-12 schooling is a preparation for life in society, but in practice it is commonly preparation for colleges,
universities and other post-secondary education and the higher earning power that higher education offers.
In 1900, about 2% in the US attended post-secondary education; around 65% attend today. Of 12 million
post-secondary students, about 44% attend community colleges which offer an increasing range of
competency-based training courses, continuing education, adult education, and general interest ( hobby )
courses. Fees at community colleges are often little more than nominal but fees for US universities are
among the highest in the world, from around $4,000 per year for state universities to almost $20,000 per
year in ivy league universities, substantially more for degrees such as medicine. Generally, students
graduate with thousands of dollars of debt in government student loans, an aggregate of around $17,000.
The well-trodden secondary / post-secondary path is still not perfect. The National Center for Education
Statistics says 30% of all new post-secondary students need some form of remedial learning to fit them to
their new studies, suggesting some systematic shortcomings with secondary schooling.

The Future?
The child is father of the man.
- William Wordsworth (1807)

Diversity is a blessing in diet and the world of ideas but it is difficult to find any intrinsic virtue in the
diversity found in the US school system. K-12 education is a one-time experience formative in the life of
each child and nothing, particularly the pet theories of a state or a school district, should stand between
that and a world-class education. But localism runs deep in the US to an extent that puts it in contrast to
all other developed (and developing) nations. The Bush administration has contributed, perhaps
unintentionally, towards standardization by creating accountability based on national standards, one of the
major recommendations of the controversial A Nation at Risk report.
There are a multitude of school administration details that could and should be arranged locally but there
seems little reason to teach a different history or chemistry in each school district. There is not one kind
of math in North Carolina and another kind in New York or California. The science that our children
need to know is the same in North Carolina as it is in London and Singapore and Bombay. The only
objection to a broad national curriculum is localism, a distrust that some say derives from King George
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250 years ago but more likely stems from the Old Testament venomous distrust of all authority except
God. It is conceivable that a national curriculum could be developed by a council of the wise representing
all stakeholders, perhaps under the aegis of the Education Commission of the States, but implementing
even a broad multiple-choice national curriculum would precipitate a heated, polarizing debate spanning
several years. For instance, debate on how Evolution / Intelligent Design would be incorporated in a
curriculum could stalemate any panel for decades confirming the role of the Old Testament in US
policy-making but some wise way should and could be found to satisfy all parties in the national
interest. NCLB aims for 100% proficiency in the 3Rs (Reading-Riting-Rithmatic) by 2014, meaning by
then no American school-child would fall below the grade of proficient . This is a noble policy but not
qualitatively different to that of countries with a bigger task such as Indonesia. Concentration on the
lowest aggregate may produce another generation of process workers who can read but distracts attention
and resources away from the Jefferson goal of an educated citizenry, a qualitatively different population.
Unarguably, this is the Age of Information but that has been the case for 30 years; we are now moving
into an era beyond information, into contact with the last element of the familiar Data Information
Knowledge hierarchy. The last element is often shown as Wisdom, but Conceptualization or
Imagination also convey what applied knowledge entails. Wisdom is the ethical use of knowledge. To
some extent values, and ethical praxis, can be taught but they are best self-realized within an education
system that encourages free-thinking and critical thought. It is a long way from No Child Left Behind to
free-thinking conceptualization but it is a transition the US must make to survive. By placing education in
a national context perhaps NCLB is a modest step in the right direction.

Wired Education
The Information Age offers options in education which are not soft options but new highly leveraged
and cost-effective educational possibilities. The World Wide Web has already shown the immense value
of connection to a world of information but now this connectedness means access to a burgeoning range
of online learning, student-paced autonomous learning, peer-to-peer learning groups, and just-in-time
fact acquisition. The pedagogical techniques evolved in decades past in distance learning and
correspondence schools can be readily adapted to web-based education in virtually all areas. Courses
dependent on detailed demonstration can meet some of that requirement with computer simulation,
virtual reality, and serious games. These possibilities at present are applicable largely to post-secondary
courses but inevitably, funds permitting, there will scope to offer elementary and secondary course-work
via the Web for the disabled, the remote, or where parents have a zealous belief in home schooling.
Wired education in its many possible forms offers students, schools, colleges, universities and the
government the opportunity of multiplying the returns for each education dollar spent and a new order of
equal opportunity to the isolated, the disabled, the poor, and the very busy. However, as with any
prolonged engagement with computers (or mobile phones), these new modes of education miss the
socialization element of institutionalized instruction. On the downside, large numbers of better educated
sociopaths may be produced. One downside has already appeared. The very poor results from the recent
inclusion of essay questions in SAT showed the danger of neglecting traditional skills but it also showed
that US children are longer taught to write. Only 15% of the SAT essays were written in cursive writing - the rest were printed in block letters. This in itself may or may not be alarming but it does demonstrate
how easily basics can be forgotten in pursuit of the new. Crucially, little of this brave new world of
universal, cheap, quality educational possibilities will be of use if students have not been taught how to
learn and to research, the heuristics and pedagogical tricks of each discipline. This emphasizes again the
importance of sound grounding in K-12
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National Security
A Nation at Risk foretold a decline in
economic competitiveness and a
generalized disassembly of US
society. Only the most light-hearted
could put an entirely positive spin on
the looming economic triumphs of
China (shortly followed by India). In
many senses this was the competitive
disaster foretold. Jobs of all
descriptions are now being exported to
China. Direst of all, the talent for
innovation and America s secret
vast capital
are also now growing offshore. Certainly, many
nominally US businesses and entrepreneurs are sharing in the China boom but the US heartland is seeing
only loss and de-skilling. The Report was written in the context of the US maintaining its lead as the
leading superpower against the devious Soviets who were still able to do good science (and espionage) in
appalling economic conditions. The Report then knew nothing about stateless asymmetric terrorism,
despite the hints of the Munich Olympics (1972), the bombings, assassinations and kidnappings by the
Baader-Meinhof Red Army Fraction (1972-1993), thousands of violent acts by the Italian Brigate
Rosse during the 1970s, or Russia s loss to guerillas in Afghanistan (1979-1988). The 21st century offers
challenges to states, the US more than most, that were unimagined only a few years ago even by (or
particularly by) the national security community.
Although the most recent education budget shows cuts in almost all areas of federal spending on
education, the budget continues to put emphasis on mathematics and science in the interest of US global
competitiveness. With the multi-agency National Security Language Initiative it aims to significantly
increase the number of American students learning foreign languages critical for national security and
global competitiveness (such as Chinese and Arabic). $35M in the current budget is USEd s portion of
that initiative. In comparison, 20-times that ($669M) is allocated to English Language Acquisition for
immigrant children with limited English aptitude. A Nation at Risk stressed the US lack of language skills
almost 20 years ago and clearly not much has been done since in 2006 just 33 of 12,000 FBI agents
have proficiency in Arabic. It is not possible to have a smart nation and a smart intelligence and security
community with a dumb education system and now more than ever national competitiveness and
national security will depend on how many smart people can be given the education they deserve. In
2006, only 15% of US graduates are in the science / engineering fields; in China this is 50%. The
intelligence community, among its many tasks, is faced with appreciating some 600,000 terabytes of data
appearing on the internet each day. Nothing short of an initiative of the scale of the Manhattan Project
will have any success.
/ Forecast
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Near-Term
After 23 years, many of the
alarms in "A Nation at Risk are
still unheeded. The rising tide
of mediocrity is still lapping at
the foundations of US society.
At its best, US education equals
the best in the world but the vast
rump of the system is
directionless, unable to change
as fast as a fast-changing world
and lacking leadership to set
new goals. But change is beset
with a more basic problem; there
is no single cohesive educational
system to lead or improve. Any
reform will be no easier than
herding cats unless states and
school districts recognize a
common purpose. The arduous
task to gain consensus devoid of
social agendas should start now.

Mid-Term
Assessment is important but not
for its own sake. It is important
to measure what matters, not
how well students have been
trained for the test.
The system is suffering from
change fatigue already and any
future changes to curricula or
testing even obviously necessary ones
should come with
only the widest possible consensus of educators with an eye
on world s best practice. It is not
idealism but a necessity to
transition from simplistic factlearning to an exploratory,
critical thinking, civic-minded
environment. "Why was Paris
built here?" is more instructive
than learning exact dates and
facts.

Long-Term
In the longer term, fruits of a
more robust and challenging
education
system
should
emerge. The time will be taxing
enough for the US to use all the
best skills it can muster. It is not
possible to have innovation, and
smart security and intelligence
systems arising out of a dumb
(or mediocre) nation. The war
on terror has shown that the
new shrinking world is more
complex than military solutions
alone. Wisdom and foresight
and lucid understanding of
foreign societies - multicultural
intelligence will be the main
foundation for survival. These
skills can be only be produced
by an enlightened education
system.
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World Crises [based on monthly assessments by International Crisis Group]
!!! Alert
Côte d Ivoire, DR Congo, Somalia
Deteriorated
Improved

Afghanistan, Bolivia, Chad, Georgia, Kyrgyzstan, Thailand, Turkmenistan
Burundi
http://www.crisisgroup.org/home/index.cfm?id=4296

Hazard Level

Change Codes

!!!

Threats
Summary
Poverty

Infectious
Disease

Environment

Inter-State
Conflict

Deteriorated
Steady
Improved
Alert

see daily items on the web at
http://meta2.com/PDB/pdbDetail.asp?THREATS

Twenty countries met to on how to retrieve aid funds that has been stolen by senior
politicians and stashed in private accounts.
Aid groups again warn that an end can be brought to all but the most unpredictable
food crises, but money is not being spent intelligently.
With 50 million cases of dengue each year mainly in SE Asia, experts call for a
"back-to-basics" mosquito eradication to fight it.
Drowning is not the only hazard from flood-waters -- 138,000 flood victims became
ill after contact with flood waters in Thailand.
A dangerous fire at a hazardous waste plant has sent a cloud of chlorine towards
Raleigh NC, causing evacuation of 17,000 [A foretaste perhaps of how easily terrorist
acts could cause the same disruption]. The world s top 20 polluter nations meeting in
Mexico ended in an unusual level of agreement, but nothing else -- "While it will not
cost the Earth to solve climate change, it will cost the Earth - literally and financially
- if we don t". New research shows extreme drought could affect 30% of the world s
land surface, up from the current 3%. A hint of things certainly to come using RF
chips, the UK starts to weigh and record garbage collected. Parasites from fish farms
are killing as many as 95% of young wild salmon that migrate past them.
Hundreds of Iraqi policemen have sickened, 11 have died, after their evening meal;
the cause yet unknown -- "policemen began bleeding from the ears and nose". Iraqi
police have had 12,000 casualties in the last two years. Former U.S. Secretary of State
James Baker says stay-the-course or withdraw are not the only options in Iraq -- "
a number of ideas, including one that would create a new power-sharing arrangement
in Iraq that would give more autonomy to regional factions." The number of U.S
troops wounded in Iraq has surged to its highest level in nearly two years. The worm
may be turning in Anbar [Iraq]; The Guardian says the tribal clans are getting
"pissed off" with al Qaida and are killing them.
A retired Brigadier explains President Musharraf s continuation of Jinnah s accord
with Waziri tribal groups -- "The allies in this war have to trust each other to achieve
synergetic effects." NATO has assumed command in Afghanistan.
UN peacekeeping forces currently around the world numbers almost 100,000 troops,
but could jump to 140,000 within a year.
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Civil War

In Iraq, the Kurdish regional government has raised the threat of secession [with the
oil] from Iraq.
The Somali Islamists say they are open to everything including power-sharing and
bringing law and order through negotiations on condition there is no foreign
intervention."
There are internecine killings in Palestine You don t know who is shooting whom.
Fatah, Hamas, or armed bands."
In the first advance in centuries old insurgency, Muslim rebels have met with (postcoup) Thai officials under brokerage of former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir.

Genocide

The African Union has said it will not abandon Darfur but it needs more
international support if it is to continue its peacekeeping mission.
Other
The UK Human Trafficking Centre (UKHTC) in Sheffield has opened as "Europe s
Atrocities
first dedicated centre to tackle gangs who bring unwitting young women from
abroad".
Proliferation
North Korea conducted its first nuclear test underground on 20061009.
Iran suggested France could enrich its uranium but a French official says "This is
something that would be almost as dangerous as leaving the Iranians to do it alone";
France says there have been no discussions.
Illegal arms trafficking adds to global violence a 1,000 people die every day as a
direct result of armed violence.
Terrorism
Pakistan is requiring foreign students to have No Objection Certificates from their
home countries -- "We want them to be owned by their countries.
Global Politician [USA] published a useful comprehensive listing of al Qaeda links
with biological agents. Information recovered from safe houses when an al Qaeda
leader in Iraq was killed six months ago placed the group s leadership in the
Waziristan region of Pakistan and gives an insight into the group s leadership.
The FBI was reported worried the Mob might collaborate with terror groups if the
price Is right.
Transnational
There have now been 15 decapitation murders in Michoacan [Mexico] over recent
Crime
weeks attributed to organized drug gangs.
deteriorated
steady
improved
!!! ALERT
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Policy
Summary
Agriculture

Debt
Diplomacy
Economy
Education

Energy
Family

Immigration

Justice

see daily items on the web at
http://meta2.com/PDB/pdbDetail.asp?POLICY

In the e. coli outbreak that claimed lives, the FBI is seeking criminal evidence
against those who "may not have taken all necessary steps to ensure that their
spinach was safe before they were placed into interstate commerce".
An issue of global importance, Australia s semi-government wheat exporter [the one
disgraced in the Iraq oil-for-food scandal] reports shortfalls with Australia s grain
harvest.
Farmers groups say Monsanto is unpatriotic in filing dozens of infringement
lawsuits asserting agricultural patents.
A drop in the federal deficit to $250B has been driven by better-than-expected tax
receipts, especially from corporate profits."
In the wake of sanctions against Thailand, the US continues to apply unwelcome
pressure to the interim regime.
The US population will reach 300 million this month. [Article includes useful facts
such as - The US 5% of world population consumes 25% of the world s energy.]
A quarter of the top 100 best liberal arts colleges say SAT has outlived its usefulness
and is no longer required for admission.
President Bush is making reauthorization of No Child Left Behind a priority
Everyone agrees that NCLB could be improved but in contrasting ways. 80% of
school districts report they have No Child Left Behind costs that are not covered by
federal funding.
In Australia, the organization representing Defence families has backed the federal
education minister s recent call for a single national school curriculum.
[nothing significant to report]
A Pew Poll in 10 countries of Pentecostal and charismatic Christians shows they
are deeply influencing traditional churches and are poised to make a big impact on
global affairs.
The proposed US border fence was signed into law, but critics said it will just force
illegal immigrants to cross somewhere else.
In the UK, the leader of what Scotland Yard has called the biggest people
smuggling network it has ever encountered was jailed.
[nothing significant to report]
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Security

Social
Security
Water

deteriorated

Warrantless wiretapping will be permitted during the appeal of the decision
outlawing them -- "In the three-paragraph ruling, judges said that they balanced the
likelihood an appeal would succeed, the potential damage to both sides, and the
public interest."
President Bush will lead a summit on school gun attacks -- "The conference will
focus on possible federal action that could help communities prevent killings and
violence and deal with the aftermath."
The USAF will establish a Cyberspace Operations Command -- "We understand the
physics, the technology, the synergies required to operate in and through cyberspace"
some think the USAF in vying to take over as the Executive Agent for Cyberspace.
A new radar was tested on the Global Hawk drone which flew for two hours at
speeds up to 100 knots at an altitude of 22,000 feet.
The US Bureau of Prisons does not have enough translators or intelligence analysts
to properly screen incoming and outgoing communications, including mail and
telephone calls.
US government employees will be the first to get smart-card Ids, the first step
perhaps towards a national identification card.
More than 280 high-resolution, closed-circuit cameras will be placed at nine key
stations in Sydney [Australia] to augment lower resolution cameras already in place
at stations throughout the city.
US researchers have shown a natural compound found in Marijuana may block
formation of Alzheimers plaques in sufferers` brains better than current prescribed
drugs.
[nothing significant to report]

steady

improved

!!! ALERT
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Challengers

see daily items on the web at

Summary

http://meta2.com/PDB/pdbDetail.asp?CHALLENGERS

Brazil
China

India

Indonesia
Iran

Russia
Venezuela

The presidential election unexpectedly will go to a second round; Silva polled 48.6%
and Alckmin, the former governor of Sao Paulo, polled 41.6%.
With a visit by Japan s new Prime Minister, China and Japan are trying to overcome
decades (or centuries) of enmity. Because they must. The Plenum of China s ruling
council starting on 20061008 will establish the framework for next year s 5-yearly
Party Congress - Hu Jintao s power will depend on how well it goes. There is a new
openness in talking about policy challenges for China as the Plenum begins -- the 8
challenges in building harmonious society . Media commentators warned that
"failure to allow up to 22,000 media freedom of movement and uncensored web
access at the 2008 Beijing Olympics will be catastrophic for China." With further
relocations ordered, a total of 1.4 million residents have been moved for the Three
Gorges dam project. China hopes to boost its falling harvest with 33.5 million
hectares of a new strain of "super wheat" by 2020 [but water requirement for the
new strain is not known]. China has been seeking Australia s "Metal Storm" super
machine-gun technology.
Two Pakistani ISI agents were arrested in Delhi with "documents related to India s
defence and some sketches of defence installations." Transparency International has
rated India as the worst performer on its global corruption (bribe payers) index.
Militant groups in northeast India claim they are fighting for a separate homeland,
but some analyst say it is a cover for drugs flowing in from Burma. The Senate
failed to pass the US-India nuclear deal before recess, a rebuff to White House
perception of the deal s foreign relations importance.
Indonesia has passed laws against female genital mutilation, differentiating itself
from a barbaric practice common in Arab countries.
Russia and China have said it is unacceptable to threaten to use force against Iran
in the standoff over its nuclear program. Iran continues its PR blitz Nuclear plants
are now open to tourists to show that Iran s nuclear program aims to generate fuel,
not weapons."
Georgia has returned alleged Russian spies it was holding but tensions are far from
over.
Around 10,000 marched in Caracas in support of opposition presidential candidate
Manuel Rosales - "We have a government that is governing from Cuba." Bolivia and
Venezuela agreed to build a gas plant under the framework of the Bolivarian
Alternative for Latin America(ALBA). Argentina has expressed support for
Venezuela s wish to be a non-permanent member on the UN Security Council.
"Bush had told his followers, including some assassins, that they could do whatever
was effectual to remove him from office" says President Chavez; he said also that he
has a White House informant. Venezuela s defense minister reassured the region on
the peaceful intentions of the military re-equipment.
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[wild-card]

Zulu chief Buthelezi s claim of an anti-Zulu conspiracy has been condemned -"This is playing with fire because Africa is sick and tired of ethnic wars, as we can
see in Darfur." Bishop Desmond Tutu is surprised neglect of the poor has not yet
led to unrest. The head of Indonesia s Foreign Ministry NAM section says NAM is
important as a multilateral organization, but it must beware of taking "political"
stances. President Bush has backed Turkey s bid for entry to the EU -- "White
House aides called this a reflection of Turkey s critical relationship with the United
States." Turkey has rejected a PKK ceasefire offer -- "The Turkish armed forces
have said that they will fight on until not a single armed terrorist is left."
!!! ALERT
deteriorated
steady
improved
.oOo.
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